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A Palestinian family in the Jordan Valley. They are unable to graze their animals because the land has been
designated as a closed Israeli military zone. © Simon Rawles

ON THE BRINK
Israeli settlements and their impact on Palestinians
in the Jordan Valley

The Jordan Valley, in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, has the
potential to be the breadbasket of any future Palestinian state. However,
the persistent expansion of Israeli settlements and other restrictions on
Palestinian development have made life extremely difficult for Palestinian
communities. New plans to increase the land, water, and infrastructure
available to Israeli settlements will further aggravate this already serious
situation. Unless the international community takes action to reverse
Israeli government policies and practices, the prospects for the future
establishment of a viable Palestinian state, living side by side with Israel
in peace and security, look dangerously remote.
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SUMMARY
The Jordan Valley, located in the eastern part of the Occupied Palestinian
Territory (OPT), makes up 30 per cent of the West Bank (see Map 1 on page 7).
Requisitions and expropriations of Palestinian land by the Israeli authorities
continue to destroy the livelihoods of Palestinians living in the area and, unless
action is taken, there are strong indications that the situation will only get worse.
The Israeli government recently announced proposals and policies for the
expansion of settlements, which, if implemented, will further threaten the living
conditions and human rights of Palestinian communities in the Jordan Valley,
undermining efforts to bring peace and prosperity to the OPT and Israel.

UNEQUAL ACCESS
Only 6 per cent of the land in the Jordan Valley is currently available for
Palestinian use and development.1 While the Israeli settlements there have
developed modernised agribusinesses that produce crops for high-value
export to the European Union (EU) and international markets, Palestinian
farmers – most of whom are smallholders – face restrictions that severely
hamper their ability to sell their produce locally, regionally, or internationally.
Development is further constrained because Palestinian families and
businesses, and even EU donors and aid agencies, find it nearly impossible to
gain permits to build homes, toilets, wells, animal pens, or other vital
infrastructure for local communities. Less than 1 per cent of „Area C‟ (the 60
percent of the West Bank under exclusive Israeli control where nearly all of the
Jordan Valley is located) has been planned for Palestinian development2 by
the Israeli Civil Administration,3 and 94 per cent of permits have been rejected
in recent years.4 Essential structures built without development plans and
hard-to-obtain permits are frequently demolished in contravention of
international law.
It is estimated that if Israeli restrictions on Palestinian development were
removed, an additional 50 sq/km of the Jordan Valley could be cultivated,
potentially adding $1bn a year to the Palestinian economy, or 9 per cent of
gross domestic product (GDP).5

UNFAIR ADVANTAGES
Successive Israeli governments have stated that the Jordan Valley is essential
to Israel‟s security,6 and continue to encourage the development of civilian
(mostly agricultural) settlements that are illegal under international law.7 Today,
37 settlements in the region are home to 9,500 Israelis, with the settlement
authorities (or „Regional Councils‟) currently controlling 86 per cent of the land.8
Settlements are supported by substantial Israeli government subsidies and
incentives (e.g. for housing, education, water, and transport). Israeli settlers
also receive favourable access to transport linkages and to national and
international markets. One Israeli economist has estimated that the
Government of Israel spends $24,650 per settler each year on various
subsidies and grants to Israeli settlements across the OPT.9 Between 2000
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and 2006, the average grant per capita to Israeli settlers in the West Bank was
approximately 57 per cent higher than the average expenditure per capita for
Israeli citizens inside Israel.10
In contrast, Palestinians living in the Jordan Valley receive no subsidies from
either the Palestinian Authority (PA) or the Israeli Government. Instead, they
and their small-scale farming and herding businesses face additional costs due
to Israeli-imposed restrictions on travel and the transportation of goods in and
out of the Jordan Valley. The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (UN OCHA) has estimated that additional transportation costs incurred
by transporting Palestinian farm produce via routes that avoid the most
problematic Israeli checkpoints amount to $1.9m annually.11 As well as
increased transport costs, Palestinian farmers have to pay for water that is
brought in by tankers, making their produce much more expensive and
therefore less competitive than that of Israeli settler farmers.
Palestinians across the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) also face
systematic and discriminatory policies that restrict their freedom of movement,
their access to land, water, and markets, and their ability to build infrastructure
to support their livelihoods. In addition, many Palestinians, left with few
alternative ways to earn a living, work on settlement farms and are denied their
labour rights.
The development challenges and the denial of human rights faced by
Palestinian farmers have been compounded, until recently, by a lack of donor
investment in the Jordan Valley and other parts of West Bank „Area C‟. As the
EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report states: „The Palestinian state-building
project is in effect partly limited to the fragmented and isolated “islands” of
Areas A and B [where the PA is able to operate], in the “ocean” of contiguous
Area C.‟12
The cumulative effects of Israeli government restrictions and a lack of donor and
Palestinian investment mean that the poverty levels of Palestinians living in the
Jordan Valley are almost double those in the rest of the West Bank.13 Combined
with persistent human rights abuses, this is forcing many Palestinians to leave
their homes in search of jobs, security, and essential services.

DETERIORATING PROSPECTS
Unless action is taken now, there are strong indications that the situation will
deteriorate further. Recent years have seen a significant rise in construction of
Israeli settlements, violence by Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians, and
demolition of Palestinian buildings and other structures such as cisterns, solar
panels and animal pens. Israeli Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu said in a
speech in January 2012 that the Government of Israel would sign „a permanent
agreement [with the Palestinians] only if it includes Israel‟s remaining in the
Jordan Valley…‟.14 Eight months earlier, the government announced that the
amount of agricultural land allocated to Israeli settlers in the Jordan Valley was
to be more than doubled.15 In March 2012, the Israeli Parliament, the Knesset,
approved a budget allocating $2m for additional settlements in the Jordan Valley
and Binyamin District.16 These decisions represent part of an alarming negative
trend whereby land, resources, and livelihoods in the Jordan Valley are being
systematically denied to Palestinian communities in order to expand
settlements.17
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The sheer number and scope of the restrictions on Palestinians living in the
Jordan Valley and elsewhere in the West Bank suggest that they are part of a
systematic policy to push Palestinians off their land, while increasing Israeli
government control. Unless urgent action is taken to reverse this trend and to
end existing discriminatory policies, what little land and resources are available
to Palestinians will be further reduced, displacing more Palestinians in search
of a viable future. And as the EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report states:
„The window for a two-state solution is rapidly closing ... Area C comprises
crucial natural resources and land for the future demographic and economic
growth of a viable Palestinian state.‟18

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
As Israel’s largest trading partner and the biggest
donor to the Palestinians, the EU should:
• Move beyond statements and take urgent action to press the
Government of Israel to end the construction of settlements and
comply with its responsibilities under international law, in line with the 2004
Advisory Opinion given by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the
legal consequences of the construction of the Wall in the OPT, which the
EU has endorsed.
• Take immediate steps to ensure the implementation of the May 2012
EU Foreign Affairs Council conclusions19 and the recommendations of
the recent EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission reports on Area C and East
Jerusalem. This includes putting pressure on the Government of Israel to
transfer planning authority relating to Palestinian villages and towns in the
Jordan Valley and across Area C to Palestinian control and taking firm,
collective diplomatic action at the highest level to push for an end to the
unlawful demolition of Palestinian civilian infrastructure.
• Press for conditions that will allow for the full implementation of the
EU–Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO) Association Agreement,
which provides real opportunities for Palestinian produce to access
European markets, including urgently pushing for an end to Israeli
restrictions on the movement and transport of goods.

The international community, donors, and
Palestinian and international NGOs should:
• Support the drafting of a comprehensive Palestinian National
Development Plan, which includes a strong strategy for the Jordan Valley
and other parts of Area C in consultation with the Palestinian people, and
ensure that all strategies and projects are in line with national plans.
• In the absence of an Israeli planning regime which seeks to alleviate
poverty amongst the Palestinian population, initiate and support
development projects in the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C,
including building new schools, community centres, clinics, municipal
buildings, roads, irrigation, and other infrastructure projects. These bodies
must monitor implementation closely and, backed by diplomatic and political
support, move ahead with projects even if they have not been approved by
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the Israeli Civil Administration (unless Israeli refusal is based on genuine
security concerns that are legitimate under international law), in line with the
draft recommendations of the EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report on
Area C.20

The Palestinian Authority should:
• Produce and implement a more comprehensive and consultative
National Development Plan that identifies priority needs across the entire
OPT, including the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C.
• Support Palestinian farmers in the Jordan Valley to preserve their
livelihoods and stay on their land through prioritising provision of water,
fodder, and shelter in the event of demolitions, and providing sustainable
support to Palestinian farmers and herders.
• In the absence of an Israeli planning regime that supports Palestinian
development, agree and adopt a robust common position with regard
to Israeli permits in order to support Palestinian development projects
in the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C, even if they have not been
approved by the Israeli Civil Administration (unless Israeli refusal is based
on genuine security concerns that are legitimate under international law).

The Government of Israel should:
• Immediately halt the construction of settlements in the West Bank
(including East Jerusalem), and withdraw from all existing settlement
infrastructure in line with the recommendations of the 2004 ICJ Advisory
Opinion.
• Reverse policies and practices that are illegal under international law
and that harm the livelihoods of Palestinian civilians. This will include
handing over planning authorities for Palestinian villages and towns in the
Jordan Valley and across Area C to Palestinian control; immediately
ceasing the confiscation of Palestinian land and resources; ending
restrictions of Palestinian access and movement; and halting the demolition
of civilian infrastructure.
• Ensure the protection of the Palestinian population, including through
the application of the rule of law without discrimination or exception in
relation to violence by Israeli settlers against Palestinians and their property
and livelihoods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Israeli government‟s expansion of settlements and demolition of
Palestinian civilian infrastructure, which violate international law, together with
the raft of longstanding discriminatory laws and policies, have had a major
impact on Palestinian communities living in the Jordan Valley, locking them
into poverty and involving widespread human rights violations. New plans to
more than double the size of settlements in the Jordan Valley (see next
section) threaten to destroy Palestinian livelihoods that are already on the
brink.
The Oslo Accords, signed in 1993 and 1995 (the latter agreement known as
„Oslo II‟), were intended to temporarily divide the West Bank into three
administrative zones, areas A, B, C. „Area A‟ is designated under full civil and
security Palestinian Authority (PA) control, and consists mostly of the main
towns, including Ramallah and Jericho. In „Area B‟, the PA has control over
civilian services such as planning, but only joint security control with the Israeli
military. „Area C‟, the largest administrative area of the West Bank, is under
the full civil and military control of the Israeli government.22
The focus of this report is the Jordan Valley. However, the report also
references the term „Area C‟ since more than 90 per cent of the Jordan Valley
is classified as Area C and the issues described below are examples of the
wider Israeli government policies and practices that determine the lives and
livelihoods of hundreds of thousands of Palestinians across much of the West
Bank, including East Jerusalem. Disaggregated data is also not always
available for the Jordan Valley. However, wherever possible, exact information
for the Jordan Valley is provided.
The second section of this report discusses Israeli government control over
two assets vital for Palestinian agricultural livelihoods – land and water. It then
describes how Israeli policies have resulted in the demolition of Palestinian
homes and infrastructure, displacing many families to other areas of the West
Bank. It considers the consequences of violence by Israeli settlers and of
restrictions on the free movement of people and goods, and examines
exploitative labour conditions on settler farms. The final section outlines
recommendations for the Government of Israel, the PA, and international
policymakers. Oxfam welcomes the recent unprecedented statements made
by the EU Foreign Affairs Council (FAC) on 14 May 2012 („Council
Conclusions on the Middle East Peace Process‟); however, these must be
urgently translated into firm action.
Oxfam has worked in the Jordan Valley for more than 20 years and in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) for more than 50 years. It has witnessed
the daily impact that settlement expansion, building restrictions, and
demolitions have had on Palestinian communities in the Jordan Valley and
across Area C. Oxfam recognises the need for a just and lasting solution to the
Palestinian–Israeli conflict and condemns violence by all sides. This report
draws on that wealth of experience; it is based on secondary literature and
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„Social and economic
developments in Area C are of
critical importance for the viability
of a future Palestinian state, as
Area C is its main land reserve.
The EU calls upon Israel to meet
its obligations regarding the living
conditions of the Palestinian
population in Area C, including
by accelerated approval of
Palestinian master plans, halting
forced transfer of population and
demolition of Palestinian housing
and infrastructure, simplifying
administrative procedures to
obtain building permits, ensuring
access to water and addressing
humanitarian needs.‟
EU Foreign Affairs Council
conclusions, 14 May 201221

interviews with civil society organisations (CSOs) working in Israel and the
West Bank, government officials, and Palestinians living in the Jordan Valley,
as well as Israeli government documents. While Oxfam did interview some
settlers, many requests for interviews were declined. In addition, letters dated
1 May 2012 were sent to four Israeli ministries requesting additional
information and in order to verify figures used. As of 22 June, Oxfam had not
received a response.
Map 1: Land Available to Palestinians for their Use and Development in the
West Bank and the Jordan Valley

Source: Map provided by OCHA, February 2012
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2. THE STRUGGLE FOR
CONTROL OVER RESOURCES
UNEQUAL ACCESS TO LAND
While the Israeli settlements in the Jordan Valley have a relatively small
population, 86 per cent23 of the land falls under the jurisdiction of the
settlements‟ Regional Councils.24 As settlements have expanded, the
opportunities for economic development among Palestinian communities have
shrunk.
Since 1967, successive Israeli governments have used various means to
expropriate Palestinian land in the Jordan Valley (and across the OPT). The
means of confiscation have included requisitioning or seizing land for military
purposes, taking what is deemed „absentee property‟,25 expropriating land for
public use such as nature reserves, confiscating land that has been
„uncultivated‟ for three years, and registering land as „State Land‟.26 This loss
of land, as well as the ongoing confiscation of agricultural and other
equipment, has serious consequences for the livelihoods of Palestinian
farmers. Bedouin herders, for instance, have seen their herd sizes drastically
reduced as grazing areas have been confiscated (see Box 1).Yet, under
international law, as an occupying power, the Government of Israel may not
utilise the resources of an occupied territory for the benefit of its own civilian
population, and is strictly limited to actions required by military necessity.27
Nearly two-thirds (64 per cent) of the Israeli public are not aware that the
Jordan Valley is part of the Occupied Territory.28 The fact that the Israeli public
wrongly believes that the Jordan Valley belongs to the State of Israel and is
mostly occupied by Israeli citizens helps to explain its ongoing acceptance of
the Government of Israel‟s positions on the region.29
Requisitions, expropriation and re-allocation of land in the Jordan Valley have
accelerated in recent years. In May 2011, the Government of Israel sought to
increase the allocation of land available for cultivation to Jordan Valley civilian
settlements by 130 per cent, and their water allocation by 20 percent.30
„Approving the programme [of expansion] will change the face of the Jordan
Valley beyond recognition and attract returning sons and families from outside
to come to the region. Although a political cloud still hangs over the region, this
is the way to attract residents,‟ asserts David Alhayani,31 the head of a Jordan
Valley Regional Council, which governs a number of Israeli settlements in the
area.
While this programme involves the expropriation of land which is already
unavailable to Palestinians for their use and development (because it has been
designated as a nature reserve or military zone), it will create more „facts on
the ground‟, further entrenching the denial of this land for Palestinian farmers
to cultivate.
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„The agriculture in the Jordan
Valley is wonderful. Sixty per
cent of the production of dates in
Israel comes from the Jordan
Valley, and 40 per cent of the
export of dates in the world
comes from the Valley.
Developing and promoting the
Jordan Valley and its agriculture
is our national task.‟
David Alhayani, Head of the
Jordan Valley Regional [Israeli
settlements] Council, 4 May 2012

Box 1: Khan Al Ahmar – A community under threat

The village of Khan Al Ahmar is one of 20 Bedouin communities facing imminent threat of
displacement. Access to the village has been cut off on all sides by the surrounding settlement and a
main highway running from Jerusalem through the Jordan Valley, facilitating travel and tourism from
Israel to the Dead Sea. © Simon Rawles/Oxfam

Khan Al Ahmar is a Palestinian Bedouin village that lies 10km east of Jerusalem
on the road to Jericho. The 100 Jahalin Bedouins who live in tents and shacks
are refugees whose families were displaced from the Negev desert in 1948 or in
the 1950s.
In 1975, the Israeli military confiscated the Bedouins‟ tractors and part of the land
they were using. The settlement of Kfar Adumim, now home to some 2,500
Israelis, was later built on this land. The establishment of the Israeli settlement
also cut the community of Khan Al Ahmar off from areas where it used to graze
its livestock (on 18 sq/km of land in an area known as Wadi Qelt), leaving it with
access to only 600 sq/metres.
Eid Abu Hamis, a member of this Palestinian community, explained how land
confiscations by the Israeli authorities have affected people‟s livelihoods. The
village has stopped growing wheat, chickpeas, barley, and lentils, and villagers
have been forced to sell many of their animals. Now, they have only 40 sheep
and goats, and just one camel. They have closed their stall in the market of the
Old City in East Jerusalem and do not sell in Bethlehem anymore as they can no
longer afford the transportation costs.

UNEQUAL ACCESS TO WATER
While the Jordan Valley contains a third of the West Bank‟s underground water
resources, an inequitable division of water under the Oslo Interim Agreement
(also known as „Oslo II‟) meant that Israelis were allocated four times more
water from the shared mountain aquifer than Palestinians.32 This unequal
access to water keeps Israeli settlement farms well irrigated and lush, while
Palestinian farmers and communities are largely dependent on tankered
water, which they have to pay for.

„I am not a politician, but we are
here because the Government of
Israel decided.‟
David Alhayani, Head of the
Jordan Valley Regional [Israeli
settlements] Council, 4 May 2012

Tankered water is up to five times more expensive than water from a regular
supply, mainly due to transport costs.33 In addition, restrictions on granting
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permits mean that water cisterns used by Palestinian farmers to collect
rainwater are frequently demolished by the Israeli authorities, further limiting
their ability to grow crops. The high cost of tankered water further erodes
Palestinian farmers‟ and herders‟ profits, and reduces their ability to pay for
essentials such as food, health care, and education for their children.
The Jordan River used to be the main source of water in the Jordan Valley but
it has been diverted by the Israeli authorities, as well as by Jordan, Lebanon,
and Syria. This has meant that „since 1953 when the UN reported the flow of
the Jordan River through the Jordan Valley was 1,250 MCM [million cubic
metres], it has been reduced to a trickle of highly saline water heavily
contaminated by sewage‟.34 As a result, areas that are not irrigated are prone
to desertification and environmental degradation (see Box 2).
According to the Israeli NGO, B‟Tselem, 69 per cent of water extractions in the
West Bank by the Israeli national water company, Mekorot, come from Israeli
wells developed in the Jordan Valley. These wells primarily serve the Israeli
settlements and their water-intensive agricultural production.35 In 1967, there
were 209 active Palestinian wells in the Jordan Valley; today there are just
89.36 This is mainly due to Israeli restrictions on Palestinian well and water
resource development.37 Israelis pump up to three times more water from wells
in the Jordan Valley than Palestinians do,38 and Palestinians are prohibited
from obtaining permits to drill new wells.39
Box 2: Turning off the taps in Al Auja

A Palestinian farmer harvests barley. Without adequate access to water Palestinian farmers are
mostly planting rain fed grains. © Simon Rawles/Oxfam

Al Auja is a Palestinian agricultural community in the Jordan Valley. Suleiman
Romanieen, head of the Al Auja Local Council, says: „Al Auja is almost a desert
now, but it used to be one of the richest places for water resources. For the past
five to six years, it hasn‟t rained here and all the wells are dry. Before, it was only
dry in summer, but now there is no water all year round. We cannot even access
the spring as Israelis have closed the area.‟
Just 20 years ago, Al Auja was a flourishing agricultural area that provided fresh
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fruits and vegetables to markets beyond the West Bank. As three Israeli
settlements started to expand around the community‟s land, Palestinian farmers
found that their main source of water, the Al Auja spring (which used to have a
discharge of up to 9m cubic metres of water a year) was starting to run dry.

As well as discriminatory policies restricting access to land and water,
Palestinian farmers also have restricted access to agricultural inputs such as
fertiliser and farm equipment. For example, Palestinians are forbidden from
using potassium nitrate,40 which improves the quality of fruits. In contrast,
Israeli settlers are freely able to transport fertilisers into the Jordan Valley.
Alternative fertiliser formulations are not only more expensive, but have a
negative long-term impact on the environment and on soil fertility.41 According
to the Palestinian Ministry of Agriculture, the overall productivity loss in the
Jordan Valley due to these measures is around 30 per cent.42

UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
The lack of access to land, water, and agricultural inputs means that
Palestinian agricultural activity in the Jordan Valley has been prevented from
reaching its full potential and thus remains primarily small-scale and largely
unprofitable.43 This has severe consequences for poverty and social
development, as Palestinian livelihoods have become increasingly unviable.
The EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission Report on Area C states: „Palestinian
development of the land and resources in Area C has been recognised by
members of the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee [donor group] and the [Middle
East] Quartet as fundamental to sustainable economic growth and Palestinian
state-building.‟44
The unequal access to productive resources means that the Palestinian supply
chain is unreliable, and farmers and herders are rendered dependent on Israeli
companies for many agricultural products. A lack of alternatives gives Israeli
companies a monopoly of the market, enabling them to dictate prices and
quality. While the prices of inputs available are often high, local sales prices for
produce have fallen, which means that Palestinian farmers are unable to
compete with the heavily subsidised and modernised Israeli settlement
farmers. Suleiman Romanieen, head of the Local Council in the Palestinian
community of Al Auja, told Oxfam: „For those who live from agriculture,
everything is expensive: water, seeds, fertilisers. We pay a lot but sell our
produce for a low price. Farming is no longer profitable.‟45
Significant donor investment in the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C is
urgently needed if they are to attain their full development potential and
deliver sustainable growth for Palestinians across the OPT. But this would
need to go hand in hand with a reversal of existing Israeli government
policies, and the creation of a strong Palestinian national development plan
that is based on consultation with local communities.
There are various models that could be emulated in order to develop the
Jordan Valley. One such model is the agricultural development achieved on
the eastern bank of the Jordan River, in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,
where agricultural land is irrigated to support up to 150,000 people.47

„Our non-stop efforts to develop
the area known as Area C and
every inch of our country aims
mainly to benefit from our
resources, mainly our water
resources... We will not be
deterred by unfair classifications
and names... This is our land and
it is our natural right to develop
this area and to serve our people
living here.‟
Salaam Fayaad, Palestinian
Prime Minister, 2 April, 201246
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3. LIVELIHOODS ON THE BRINK
Current Israeli policies and practices in the Jordan Valley and across Area C
violate human rights and undermine the presence and development of
Palestinian communities. Demolitions, forced displacement, and exposure to
settler violence are all part of the daily reality faced by Palestinian communities
in the Jordan Valley and elsewhere in the OPT. This, as well as the systematic
confiscation of land and resources, as detailed above, has left many
Palestinians in Area C with one of two choices: either move to some other
parts of the West Bank, with or without their families, or take up employment
on settler farms, frequently under exploitative labour conditions.

DISPLACEMENT DUE TO
SETTLEMENT EXPANSION
In late 2011, it was widely reported that the Government of Israel planned to
forcibly relocate 2,300 Palestinians living in Area C to a site close to a
municipal rubbish dump.48 At the beginning of 2012, demolition, „stop-work‟,
and some confiscation notices were served to 20 Palestinian communities.
The impending demolitions are believed to be related to the planned
expansion of the Israeli settlement of Ma‟ale Adumim,49 (part of whose
municipal area lies within the Jordan Valley area).50 Some 4,000 Israeli
settlement units are due to be built on the Palestinian communities‟ land.51
The impact of displacement on Palestinian communities is immense and often
has a disproportionate impact on women and children, who lose the security of
their homes and access to services such as schools. Without access to the
land and water resources that many depend on for their livelihoods,
Palestinian Bedouin communities living in the Jordan Valley and other parts of
Area C risk being forced into unemployment and poverty as well as having to
abandon their traditional way of life.

DISPLACEMENT DUE TO
DEMOLITIONS
Restrictions on zoning, planning, and construction, imposed by the Israeli
authorities in order to support and protect settlements, prevent Palestinian
communities from developing vital infrastructure and accessing basic services
such as water, electricity, schools, and health clinics. Less than 1 per cent of
Area C has been planned for Palestinian development by the Israeli Civil
Administration, and 94 per cent of construction permits have been rejected in
recent years.53
This has led to widespread demolitions of Palestinian civilian structures built
without permits – everything from rainwater cisterns to latrines.54 In 2011, there
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„The EU will continue to provide
financial assistance for
Palestinian development in Area
C and expects such investment
to be protected for future use.
The EU will engage with the
Government of Israel to work out
improved mechanisms for the
implementation of the donor
funded projects for the benefit of
the Palestinian population in
Area C.‟
EU Foreign Affairs Council
conclusions, 14 May 201252

were over 200 demolitions of Palestinian structures in the Jordan Valley,
including homes (see Box 3), resulting in the displacement of 430 people.55 As
of the middle of June 2012, 330 Palestinian structures had been demolished in
the West Bank (including East Jerusalem). This amounts to a 60 per cent
increase compared to the monthly average of 2010.56 UN OCHA report that
more than 60 per cent of Palestinian-owned structures demolished were
located close to or inside areas allocated to settlements.57
Box 3: Building from the rubble

„According to Israeli authorities,
demolitions are carried out
because structures lack the
required building permits. In
reality, it is almost impossible for
Palestinians to obtain permits.
The zoning and planning regime
enforced by Israel in Area C and
East Jerusalem restricts
Palestinian growth and
development, while providing
preferential treatment for
unlawful Israeli settlements.‟
UN OCHA (2012) „Demolitions
and Forced Displacement in the
Occupied West Bank‟

A Palestinian family sifts through the remnants of their home, which was demolished four times by the
government of Israel in one year. Each time it was demolished they rebuilt using simple materials
consisting mostly of plastic and metal. © Simon Rawles/Oxfam

Al Fariysiya, a Palestinian herder community in the northern Jordan Valley, is a
community under threat. On 19 July 2010, the Israeli military demolished 26
58
residential tents, leaving 107 people, including 52 children, homeless. They also
demolished 22 animal pens, seven ovens, eight kitchens, ten bathrooms, and a
shed used to store agricultural equipment. Four water tanks and large quantities
of wheat and fodder for animal and human consumption were also destroyed.
Ali Zohdi, a herder from Al Fariysiya, explained the difficulties faced by the
villagers, while the nearby Israeli settlement of Rotem thrives. „Every time the
army comes and demolishes the houses and animal pens here we rebuild, but
they come and demolish again. Our life is the goats and the sheep, and without
59
this source of income we lose our life.‟ On 13 March 2012, the Israeli military
60
demolished an additional 11 structures, including five residential tents.

Recent legal opinions suggest that the current Israeli permit regime in Area C
violates international law.61 It is also a serious obstacle to humanitarian and
development initiatives that are funded by international donors and seek to
alleviate poverty among the Palestinian population. During 2011 and the first
six months of 2012, at least 62 structures funded by European donors were
demolished in Area C, including some in the Jordan Valley. These included
water cisterns, animal shelters, and agricultural and residential structures. At
least another 110 structures funded by European donors are under threat of
demolition, having received demolition or „stop work‟ orders from Israeli
authorities.62
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Demolitions have contributed towards the displacement of at least 536 people,
more than half of whom are children in the first six months of 2012. This is an
87 per cent increase compared to 2010.63
In accordance with the EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report on Area C,
European governments should urgently press the Government of Israel to
transfer planning authorities relating to Palestinian villages and towns in Area
C to Palestinian control. European governments should also take firm, collective diplomatic action at the highest level to push for an end to demolitions of
Palestinian civilian infrastructure, illegal under IHL.

SETTLER VIOLENCE
The presence of illegal settlements in the OPT is a source of extreme tension
that often leads to violence. While the number of incidents in the Jordan Valley
is currently relatively low, Palestinians living in the vicinity of settlements
located throughout the West Bank have been subjected to increasing numbers
of violent attacks committed by Israeli settlers. In 2011, three Palestinians
were killed and 183 injured, and approximately 10,000 Palestinian-owned trees
were destroyed. B‟Tselem and other Israeli human rights organisations have
recorded other acts of violence against Palestinian civilians, including stone
throwing, blocking roads, torching fields, and other damage to property. In
total, according to UN OCHA, 379 incidents were recorded in 2011 – a 32 per
cent increase on the previous year and at least 144 per cent up compared with
2009.64 These incidents do not include acts of violence perpetrated by Israeli
soldiers.65 Settlers have also experienced serious violence from Palestinians,
with eight deaths and 37 injuries of settlers in 2011.66
Acts of settler violence are carried out with almost total impunity. The Israeli
human rights organisation Yesh Din recently reported that 91 per cent of cases of
settler violence registered with the Israeli police by Palestinians were closed
without indictment; 84 percent of these were closed due to investigatory failures.67
Oxfam is deeply concerned by, and condemns, all acts of violence against
civilians, whoever the perpetrators. It is essential that the EU monitors
incidents of violence by settlers and Palestinians in the Jordan Valley and
elsewhere in the OPT, by moving beyond the words expressed by its Foreign
Affairs Council in May 2012, which included the following statement: „The EU
expresses deep concern regarding settler extremism and incitement by settlers
in the West Bank. The EU condemns continuous settler violence and
deliberate provocations against Palestinian civilians. It calls on the
Government of Israel to bring the perpetrators to justice and to comply with its
obligations under international law.‟68

RESTRICTIONS ON THE FREE
MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE AND GOODS
According to the UN, there are currently more than 500 internal checkpoints
and other physical impediments to Palestinian movement inside the West
Bank. These exist primarily to protect Israeli settlers and to facilitate their
movement.69 As a result, Palestinians living in the Jordan Valley are essentially
closed off from the rest of the OPT, affecting their rights and livelihoods.
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ACCESS TO MARKETS IN THE OPT
Palestinians in the Jordan Valley are mainly dependent on the income they get
from selling their produce in local markets. Their ability to earn enough money
to live on is directly affected by the restrictions on movement of goods and
people across the OPT.
The Jordan Valley is one of the most restricted areas of the West Bank in
terms of access. It is almost entirely cut off from many Palestinian cities due to
checkpoints, roadblocks, and dozens of kilometres of trenches and earth
walls.70 In addition to military zones, large nature reserves limit Palestinians‟
access to their farming land. Together, these have created huge barriers to the
free movement of Palestinian farmers. Palestinian vehicular access to the
Jordan Valley is limited to five routes, four of which are controlled by
permanently manned military checkpoints. Of these, three checkpoints (Tayasir,
Yitav, and Hamra) prohibit Palestinians from entering the Jordan Valley in their
own vehicles without a special registration.71 The fourth checkpoint (Ma‟ale
Efraim) was built for Israeli citizens. Most Palestinians are either prevented from
crossing this checkpoint or must cross on foot or on licensed public transport.
To avoid these checkpoints, Palestinians often have to take much longer
routes to access markets, buy goods, or visit relatives.72 UN OCHA estimates
that additional transportation costs incurred by farmers transporting their
produce via routes that circumvent the most difficult checkpoints73 amount to
$1.9m annually.74
Box 4: Selling cheese in Al Maleh

A Palestinian woman prepares cheese in the Jordan Valley. Without permission to build electrical
networks or proper storage facilities, cheese producers must sell their products quickly before they
spoil. © Simon Rawles/Oxfam

Restrictions on movement and access in Al Maleh, a Palestinian community in
the northern Jordan Valley, mean that Bedouin communities are finding it
increasingly difficult to get their goods to market.
As Abu Shukri, a Bedouin herder, told Oxfam: „Our animals provide meat and
dairy products, but we cannot sell them outside. Merchants come from nearby
villages and buy at the prices they want because there is no competition. We are
selling our cheese at half the price of other villages in the West Bank. We are not
75
making any profits.‟
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The establishment of Israeli settler-only roads and military zones means that
many Palestinian farmers throughout the Jordan Valley are not able to access
their farms. Tractors and other equipment are often confiscated, while herders
are prevented from grazing their animals, which are often impounded for
straying into a military zone. Palestinian herders must also buy wheat or barley
to feed their herds, because they do not have access to their pastures.76
These significant additional costs incurred due to restrictions on access and
movement are stifling production and driving many Palestinian households
further into poverty.
While Palestinian farmers face major physical and other obstacles in getting
their produce into local markets, Israeli goods are flooding the Palestinian
market. Palestinian sources estimate that the value of goods produced in
settlements across the West Bank, and sold on the Palestinian market, is
around $500m annually.77

ACCESS TO MARKETS OUTSIDE THE OPT
The Government of Israel imposes further restrictions on Palestinian goods
being transported into or out of the OPT. There are six commercial crossings
between the West Bank and Israel where goods must be unloaded from the
Palestinian vehicle, checked extensively, then re-loaded onto an Israeli vehicle
on the other side (often referred to as the „back-to-back‟ system).
According to UN OCHA, delays caused by inspection procedures at
checkpoints in the West Bank cost an estimated $321,423 annually.78 In
contrast, Israeli settlers‟ access to Israeli and international markets is
facilitated by special roads and a significant number of Israeli government
subsidies, including free access to air and sea ports. This allows settlers to
capture both local and external markets, and gives them a significant
competitive advantage over Palestinian farmers.
In order to access global markets, Palestinian traders must either ship their
produce out of Israeli ports or via Ben Gurion International Airport in Tel Aviv
(the preferred option for accessing EU, North American, or East Asian
markets), or through Jordan (the preferred option for accessing Arab Gulf
markets). Again, excessive time delays, increased transport, labour, and
equipment costs, security checks, lack of access to proper storage facilities,
and damage inflicted during loading and unloading reduce the competitiveness
of Palestinian agricultural produce. This also introduces high levels of
unpredictability in terms of quality and delivery times, preventing Palestinian
farmers from reliably meeting buyers‟ requirements that would enable them to
penetrate global markets.79
In order to overcome these difficulties, the EU should continue to press for real
opportunities for Palestinian producers to access European markets, including
urgently pushing for an end to Israeli government restrictions on the movement
and transport of goods. As the EU Representative to the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, John Gatt-Rutter, said recently: „Israel has a major responsibility for
ensuring access and movement and facilitating Palestinian trade.‟80
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EXPLOITATION OF LABOUR
The raft of legislative restrictions and practices described above, which
restrict Palestinian economic development and livelihoods, also limit
alternative employment opportunities. This leaves many Palestinians with
little option but to seek employment on Israeli settlement farms, which in
some cases have been built on land expropriated from them. Some
Palestinian farmers have become, in effect, tenant workers on what used to
be their own land.
The Israeli settlement economy, on the other hand, benefits from the
exploitation of Palestinian labour, including child labour. 81 According to the
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, some 9,500 Palestinians are
employed in agricultural settlements, 1,800 of whom work in settlements in
the Jordan Valley (92 per cent are male and 8 per cent are female). Israeli
sources put this figure much higher. 82 As documented by the Israeli NGO
Kav LaOved, among others, these workers often face discrimination and
violations of their rights.83
While the minimum wage in Israel is currently $6.00 per hour, Palestinians
working on Israeli settlements in the Jordan Valley are paid only an average
of $2.00–$4.80 per hour.84 None of the Palestinian workers interviewed by
Oxfam received the benefits that Israeli workers are entitled to by law,
including holidays, overtime pay, transportation costs, health insurance, sick
pay, or payments from a provident fund.
The PA has recently taken measures to discourage Palestinians from
working on settlements because, it says, they are helping to strengthen the
Israeli economy rather than the Palestinian economy. However, it has
provided few viable alternatives, because Israeli-imposed restrictions in the
Jordan Valley have limited opportunities for investment and development.
It is therefore essential that the PA plays a strong role in ensuring the future
development of the Jordan Valley by putting employment opportunities for
Palestinians at the heart of its strategic national plans.
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Box 5: Palestinian workers on settlement farms

A settlement farm in the Jordan Valley. With subsidies for land, water, and other inputs, settlement
farms produce a range of agricultural products including milk, poultry, dates, and fresh produce. ©
Simon Rawles/Oxfam
85

Six days a week, Mariam, a Palestinian worker, wakes up before sunrise and
walks from her village to a junction on the main road, where a van is waiting to
take her and other workers to an Israeli settlement farm.
There, she works eight hours a day picking grapes, dates, or tomatoes. She
earns between $15 and $34 a day, depending on the season. However, she has
to pay a daily fee ranging from $4 to $12 to the Palestinian sub-contractor who
manages her work permit and arranges her transportation.
Although Mariam has worked for her employers for 16 years, she has never
received any form of health care or pension plan. „I have to work, I need to make
a living,‟ she says. „There are just women in my family. We don‟t have our own
land. I bear the responsibility of caring for my mother and younger sisters.‟
She says she believes that Israeli settlements pose a threat to her future and her
community, but that she has no other choice of work.
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4. CONCLUSION: ENVISIONING
A VIABLE FUTURE
In order to unlock the development potential of the Jordan Valley and enable
Palestinians to escape poverty, the international community must press the
Government of Israel to end the policies that significantly harm Palestinian
livelihoods. This requires urgent and sustained action.
It is estimated that if Israeli restrictions were removed, an additional 50 sq/km
in the Jordan Valley could be cultivated, allowing high-value, export-oriented
products such as vegetables, flowers, and herbs to be grown. This could add
$1bn a year to the Palestinian economy, or 9 per cent of GDP,86 significantly
reducing Palestinian dependence on international development aid.87
Palestinian development will also require substantial international (including
private) investment in industry, as well as in rural livelihoods and the tourism
sector. The enormous potential provided by the Dead Sea, already a great
source of revenue for the Israeli economy, could attract thousands of tourists
and provide minerals to develop a Palestinian cosmetics industry if the Jordan
Valley was returned to Palestinian administration. The Palestinian agricultural
sector should also be developed to increase Palestinian farmers‟ share of both
local and export markets.
While recognising the challenges, it is vital that concrete steps are taken now
to promote Palestinian development. In light of the restrictive permit and
planning polices put in place by the Israeli authorities, which hinder poverty
alleviation, donors should move ahead and support development projects in
the Jordan Valley and elsewhere in Area C, even if they have not been
explicitly approved by the Israeli Civil Administration (unless Israeli refusal is
based on genuine security concerns that are legitimate under international
law). Donors should ensure that this is supported by collective diplomatic
action at the highest level to protect Palestinian communities and prevent the
demolition of Palestinian civilian infrastructure, illegal under IHL.
The PA could also do more. That should include a government-funded
campaign encouraging consumer support for Palestinian produce. However, in
order to be more competitive on the export market, quality needs to be
enhanced, costs need to be reduced, and production should be diversified and
increased to maintain a steady supply for buyers. Investments are needed in
branding, marketing, and the establishment of trade contacts – particularly with
new markets in the Arab world and Europe, where trade agreements provide
an advantage.
While the PA currently only has full jurisdiction over Area A and partial
jurisdiction over Area B, the creation of a new national development plan which
includes Area C (where nearly all of the Jordan Valley is located) and other
marginalised parts of the OPT will allow Palestinians to prepare for a future
Palestinian State alongside Israel. This should be an inclusive process, taking
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account of the priorities of local communities in planning their futures. This reimagining would help develop a shared vision of what Palestinians want the
Jordan Valley to look like.
The new development plan should build on the Palestinian Authority Ministry of
Agriculture‟s existing strategy (2010–13), which recognises the need to
promote farmers‟ livelihoods in order to keep them on their land. But it must
also ensure that the environment is conserved and protected against
deterioration, including reclamation of land and rehabilitation and improvement
of water supply systems.
This report has described how restrictions imposed by Israeli authorities on
Palestinians living in the Jordan Valley are limiting opportunities for economic
growth and pushing the Palestinians living there into greater poverty. The
broad-ranging nature and sheer number of these restrictions suggest that they
are part of a systematic policy to push Palestinians off their land, while
increasing Israeli control over the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C. It is
vital that the Israeli government and Palestinian authorities, with the support of
the international community, act now to ensure that the vision of two states
living side by side in peace, security, and prosperity can be realised.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
The EU should:
• Move beyond statements and take urgent action to press the
Government of Israel to end the construction of illegal settlements and
comply with its responsibilities under international law, in line with the 2004
Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the Wall in
the OPT, which the EU has endorsed;
• Take immediate steps to ensure the implementation of the May 2012 EU
Foreign Affairs Council conclusions,88 and the recommendations of the recent
EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission reports on Area C and East Jerusalem,
including:
o

Pressing the Government of Israel to transfer planning authorities relating to Palestinian villages and towns in the Jordan Valley and across
Area C to Palestinian control;

o

Publicly, collectively, and systematically voicing objections at the highest level and taking action to prevent involuntary population movements, displacements, and evictions, as well as the demolition of civilian infrastructure, and supporting the Palestinian population in doing
the same;

o

Issuing an annual report on the situation in Area C (including the Jordan Valley) on the same basis as the EU annual report on East Jerusalem, including measuring progress in accordance with the EU IHL
guidelines, and submitting recommendations for joint action;

o

Ensuring that there is an EU presence, including at Israeli courts, when
there is a risk of demolitions or evictions of Palestinian families;

o

Ensuring that there is EU intervention when Palestinians are arrested
or intimidated by Israeli authorities for peaceful cultural, social, or political activities;

• Put in place measures that will allow for the full implementation of the
EU–PLO Association Agreement, which provides real opportunities for
Palestinian produce to access European markets, including pushing for an
end to Israeli restrictions on the movement and transport of goods.

The international community, donors, and
Palestinian and international NGOs should:
• Support the drafting of a comprehensive Palestinian National
Development Plan, which includes a strong strategy for the Jordan Valley
and other parts of Area C, in consultation with the Palestinian people, and
ensures that all strategies and projects are in line with national plans;
• Systematically include a civilian protection component within their
programmes (e.g. ensuring legal aid and budget for planning and zoning);
• Initiate and support development projects in the Jordan Valley and
other parts of Area C, including building new schools, community centres,
clinics, municipal buildings, roads, irrigation, and other infrastructure projects.
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They should also monitor implementation closely and, backed by diplomatic
and political support, move ahead with projects even if they have not been
approved by the Israeli Civil Administration (unless Israeli refusal is based on
genuine security concerns that are legitimate under international law), in line
with the draft recommendations of the EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report
on Area C;
• Support Palestinians to stay on their land in the Jordan Valley and
other parts of Area C through prioritising provision of water, fodder, and
shelter in the event of demolitions, and providing sustainable livelihoods
opportunities to Palestinian farmers and herders (e.g. providing microfinance, reclaiming land, and rehabilitating and improving water supply
systems, etc.).

The Palestinian Authority should:
• Produce and implement a more comprehensive and consultative
National Development Plan that identifies priority needs across the
entire OPT, including the Jordan Valley and other parts of Area C;
• Support Palestinian farmers in the Jordan Valley (and other parts of
Area C) to preserve their livelihoods by:
o

Supporting farmers to stay on their land through prioritising provision of
water, fodder, and shelter in the event of demolitions, etc.;

o

Reviewing heavy taxation laws on agricultural income (set to be
implemented in 2013);

o

Promoting Palestinian produce among consumers to increase its share
in local markets, and support local producers to improve quality,
branding, and marketing to increase export sales;

• Agree and adopt a common position (i.e. within the Prime Minister‟s office,
line ministries, and local authorities) with regard to the Israeli permit regime in
order to work with the international community to initiate and support
development projects in Area C, even if they have not been approved by the
Israeli Civil Administration (unless Israeli refusal is based on genuine security
concerns that are legitimate under international law), in line with the draft
recommendations of the EU Heads of Diplomatic Mission report on Area C.

The Government of Israel should:
• Immediately halt the construction of illegal settlements in the West
Bank (including East Jerusalem) in line with the recommendations of the
2004 ICJ Advisory Opinion. It should:
o

End existing incentives to settlements;

o

Withdraw from all existing settlement infrastructure;

o

Cancel legislative and regulatory acts related to the settlements;

o

Make reparations for damages caused by the settlements;

• End policies and practices that are illegal under international law and
harm the livelihoods of Palestinian civilians. It should:
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o

Immediately cease the demolition of Palestinian infrastructure, including
housing, water infrastructure, and agricultural assets;

o

End the confiscation of Palestinian natural resources, particularly land,
agricultural assets, and water, which are essential to sustainable

livelihoods, and provide remedy for past confiscations in line with the ICJ
Advisory Opinion;
o

Rescind Military Order 418 and hand over responsibility for planning and
permits to Palestinians;89

o

End excessive delays for the transport of produce and improve access to
external markets for agricultural produce, in line with past agreements
with the PA, such as the Paris Protocols;

• Ensure the protection of the Palestinian population, including through
the application of the rule of law in relation to violence by Israeli settlers
against Palestinians and their property and livelihoods, without
discrimination or exception.
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and Access Update.‟
For example, the King Hussein Bridge/Allenby crossing is the main crossing point for Palestinian goods to Jordan. No
Palestinian customs presence is allowed at the bridge. The crossing uses the back-to-back system, containers are
prohibited from crossing to the Jordanian side, and the maximum pallet height for stacking goods is 1.8 metres. The
security scanner in use at the crossing cannot handle large shipments, forcing many traders to transport through Israeli
ports instead, which incurs much higher costs. The absence of proper storage or cooling facilities at the crossing means
that goods can be damaged due to the long delays, which limits the types of produce that can be exported.
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EU Neighbourhood Info Centre (2012) „New EU-funded programme to maximise Palestinian exports‟, 27 February 2012.
http://www.enpi-info.eu/main.php?id=28167&id_type=1
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See reports by Kav LaOved (Worker‟s Hotline); for example: http://www.kavlaoved.org.il/media-view_engadec.html?id=2327
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Ma‟an Development Center (2011) „Exploited Palestinian Labor in Israeli Agricultural Settlements in the Jordan Valley‟. The
Israeli NGO Kav LaOved, using data from the Israeli Civil Administration in 2008, puts the figure much higher, claiming that
there are 20,000 Palestinian permit holders working in settlements and, along with the Palestinian Labour Union, estimates
that an additional 10,000 workers are employed without permits, most of whom work in agricultural settlements in the
Jordan Valley during harvest season. Kav LaOved (2010) „Palestinian Workers in Israeli West Bank Settlements 2009‟; and
Oxfam interview with Abed Al Halim Dari, Kav LaOved Field Manager in charge of Palestinian workers, 21 January 2012.
For more information on this, see, for example: http://www.similarsites.com/goto/kavlaoved.org.il
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See: http://www.kavlaoved.org.il/publication_eng.html
Ma‟an Development Center (2011) „Exploited Palestinian Labor in Israeli Agricultural Settlements in the Jordan Valley‟. The
average hourly wage figure given in the report is NIS 10. Conditions differ from settlement to settlement, so labourers tend
to earn between NIS 50 and NIS 100 per day.
At her request, the name of this settlement worker has been changed. Oxfam has also withheld the name of her village and
the settlements she works on to protect her identity, as she was concerned about losing her job.
I. Gal et al. (2010), cited in the Palestinian Ministry of National Economy and The Applied Research Institute – Jerusalem
(ARIJ) (2011) „The Economic Costs of the Israeli Occupation for the Occupied Palestinian Territory‟, September 2010; and
World Bank (2010) „The Underpinnings of the Future Palestinian State: Sustainable Growth and Institutions: Economic
Monitoring Report to the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee‟, September 2010.
External Budget support to the PA in 2011 was $789m: http://www.imf.org/external/country/WBG/RR/2012/052412.pdf
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For the full EU Foreign Affairs Council Conclusions, see:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/130248.pdf
The applicable legal planning framework in Area C (Jordanian Planning Law nr. 79/1966) has been fundamentally modified
by the Israeli Military Order 418, which has practically excluded Palestinians from the planning process (for example,
through the abolition of the Local and District Planning Committees). See Articles 14, 19, and 23 of the Jordanian Planning
Law, which define the requirements.
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